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Though I make every effort to review the scientific evidence -- patents and research 
data, there is no guarantee that the truly important pieces that lead directly to the correct 
conclusion are in the mix under review, so, with no intention to gaslight anyone about 
anything, it appears that Dr. David Martin and I and many other Worthies may have been
chasing the wrong racoon --- earlier version developments and prototypes and research 
quite unrelated to the bioweapon that was in fact deployed and the propaganda campaign
released around it.

So, to set the record straight in view of information brought forward by Karen Kingston 
in The Kingston Report this week--- and I quote: 

"Our bodies aren't producing spike proteins from viral SARS-CoV-2 mRNA. Spike 
proteins are smart magnetic hydrogel, Ai bioweapons, preloaded in the 'vaccines.'"

So,  contrary to the information we've had available, the mRNA "payload" is a red 
herring and this product is not using anything like the normal cellular highjacking 
mechanisms that, for example, cause genetically engineered corn cells to self-produce 
pesticide proteins.  

According to the information Karen Kingston has provided, that's not the mechanism or 
nature of the evil that has been set upon us.  

It's a pre-loaded complete product, free-standing on its own, not needing to hijack the 
cellular genetic machinery to manufacture the spike protein, because the spike protein is 
already present in sufficient quantity within the injection serum itself -- and the only 
apparent importance of the SARS-CoV-2 research was to provide a smokescreen -- 
make people believe there was an infectious disease involved, so that they would readily
accept the injections. 

http://www.paulstramer.net/2023/01/mia-culpa-again.html
https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/a/AVvXsEhYM-X2KCLuNGznW26HVtgbQz4WQ6y15fkdadmWWhhpzHf4IvsHR3vOuUJ42UUQinIYdU5-rtj_gkMS836bFUHxk71PI20exB-2A9Y1cGs0JKFeAUi_XZwVqo-qlW3qkxLu1Ijd0auKHoaMMr-c_Vx4Ao-K0FterV-_Q_djEuF0c9NettyMZyEDsG4s


It remains to be seen in what sense this hydrogel is "smart" even though the verbiage is 
being used in the same way as a "smart meter" or "smart television".  Apparently, it's 
able to receive and respond to wi-fi type radiation signals, but what exactly can it do?  

One can imagine some evil Svengali sending out a signal to such "smart" hydrogel 
telling it to self-replicate and clump up in the veins and arteries upon command.  Or 
maybe it's something "less smart", for example, the hydrogel only forms clots when it 
has been exposed to a certain threshold amount of wi-fi radiation for a certain period of 
time, similar to a chemical reaction that requires a given amount of heat to get it started. 

Hopefully, Karen Kingston will be providing insight into precisely how this hydrogel 
works and how it interacts with wi-fi signals as an Artificial Intelligence component.  
For example, does it somehow collect data about the victim's health?  Allow drone 
operators to interject foreign thoughts and impulses?  Or does it focus on a single simple
but devastating function, like causing blood clots in our brains?

Our complete thanks to Karen Kingston for nailing it to the floor and getting beyond the 
smoke and the "obvious conclusions" --- and treeing the ring-tailed beastie we've all 
been after these past two years: "a smart magnetic hydrogel".  

Start following along with The Kingston 
Report: https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/part-4-dismantling-the-covid-19-story
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